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The Bagdad Railway 
Turkey, the Great Powers, and the Bagdad Railway, a 

Study in Imperialism, by Edward Mead Earle. New 
York: The Macmillan Company, $2.25. 

A L T H O U G H the main title of this book adequately 
^ ^describes the dish served to the reader, the subtitle— 
a study in imperialism—more triily indicates the special 
flavor which makes it memorable. For while there have 
been other valuable works dealing with the Bagdad Rail
way, not one of them has thrown the facts of this amazing 
venture against the background of a similarly comprehensive 
social-economic philosophy. The result is that though we 
do indeed trace with all necessary detail the inception, de
velopment, shifts, and chances of a particular enterprise— 
an enterprise moreover that has been steeped for two decades 
in the heated atmosphere of a cause celebre—we feel that we 
arc at the same time carried to a higher, impersonal plane 
of thought where we are made acquainted with the intricate 
modalities elaborated by our modern occidental civilization 
in respect of a so-called backward area. 

While following the fascinating exposition the reviewer 
was suddenly arrested by the resurrection of a war mem
ory. A famous professor held the platform on this very 
subject of Mr. Earle's, the Bagdad Railway, and after 
a withering introductory sneer at the ninety-three German 
intellectuals, signers of the hapless manifesto in defence 
of Germany, he sailed in to show what, by way of con
trast, a truth-loving American could do with a burning 
issue. He then proceeded to rest his case on three axioms 
which, he declared, were beyond discussion, to wit, that 
the Bagdad project was different from any capitalist enter
prise the world had ever seen, that it was a Potsdam plot 
to wreck the British empire, and that it was hatched in 
the criminal brain of the Kaiser. The weird edifice which 
he erected on these foundations may be left to the imagi
nation. Likely enough, even for this agitated patriot it has 
long since proved itself of a piece with the stuff that dreams 
are made of, but, if it has not, let us hope that a kind 
friend will present him with a copy of Mr. Earle's book. 
Here he will find the authentic tale abundantly documented 
and carried from the first discussions among the promoters 
down through the year 1923. By utilizing, in addition to 
the printed material, important evidence drawn in personal 
interviews from individuals connected with the enterprise, 
he has been able to put together a history apparently com
plete in every link. More clearly than ever before we are 
now in a position to see that the German promoters had 
no sooner obtained the Bagdad charter of 1903 than with 
unusual tact they set about organizing an international 
banking syndicate and that this happy distributive project 
was frustrated neither by the financiers nor by the gov
ernments of the other national groups but by the yelpings 
of the yellow press of London, Petrograd, and Paris, 
which, like its kindred everywhere, made its living by 
blowing on the patriotic passions of the general public. The 
tragic failure of internationalization in connection with an 
enterprise which, because of its possible returns in money 
and power, greatly excited nationalist jealousies supplies a 
valuable hint as to where are to be found the real ob
structionists of that better understanding among peoples 
which is the only hope of the future. 

The author removes all remaining doubt from another 
matter which looms large in the dispassionate retrospect, 
for he shows that, under the softening influence of time. 

Russia, France, and Great Britain gradually adjusted 
themselves to the Bagdad idea. Between 1911 and 1914 
and in the order named they signed agreements with Ger
many of which, in return for certain securities and favors, 
they put their approval on the project. It cannot be too 
often repeated that just before the outbreak of the Great 
War the particular disturbance caused by the German cap
italist invasion of the Near East seemed to have been 
effectively quieted by a series of special treaties between 
Germany and her three leading rivals. Why then the war? 
Or since the war took place, can the Bagdad Railway be 
said to have been a factor in the outbreak? Alas, a weighty 
factor, since together with a score of similar imperialist 
enterprises it created a state of mind in Europe which 
threatened war at any moment and made its adjournment 
to 1914 look almost like a miracle. 

But, after all, what gives this book its broadest useful
ness and will make it particularly welcome among the 
philosophically minded is that it treats the Bagdad Rail
way as an example in imperialism whereby we are enabled 
to become acquainted not only with the forces in society 
pushing our business leaders along the path of conquest but 
also with the elaborate present-day technique for such ven
tures involving a vast cooperative action among bankers, 
shippers, engineers, and manufacturers. All the more ad
vanced nations are necessarily in the game and Germany's 
conspicuous failure was largely due to the fact that, a 
late-comer and amateur among professionals, she was not 
abreast of the occasion. An ironical comment on the moral 
indignation that used to be showered on the whole Bagdad 
plan, particularly in England, is that as the smoke of bat
tle and discussion lifts, the coveted prize is discovered nest
ling snugly in the gigantic hand of the leading imperialist 
professional. Great Britain. What else would one expect? 

Mr. Earle closes by showing how the recent advent of 
the United States upon the scene, in the form of the 
Chester concessions, is the unescapable consequence of our 
economic evolution. Many of us will share with him the 
tenderly expressed hope that our business buccaneers may 
prove a more genial lot than their German, French, and 
British contemporaries. And yet if everything that he says 
and implies about the necessary processes of our occidental 
civilization is true, why should one fool oneself with such 
a purely sentimental delusion? 

FERDINAND SCHEVILL. 

700 Rooms, 700 Baths 
Seeing the Middle West, by John T. Fans. Philadelphia: 

/ . B. Lippincott Company. $$.00, 

THERE was a time when the Maumee and Muskingum 
served their cities as canals. "Today, however, the 

chief functions of Ohio rivers are drainage—and beauty." 
Drainage first? Not on your life. Dr. Faris, who has 
already written books on Seeing Pennsylvania, Seeing the 
Eastern States, Seeing the Far West and Seeing the Sunny 
South, finds beauty rampant in the plains. Ninety-one 
doubletone illustrations testify to his admiration: river 
views and oil wells, springs that spurt a hundred million 
gallons daily, state capitols of a dozen commonwealths with 
interchangeable facades and reminiscent domes. 

For one native of the Middle West who never left it 
till the age of twenty, this book of Dr. Faris's carries an 
authentic tone. Whether the same tone also permeates 
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CAM^IDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
Announces through its American Agents 

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY 

The Following Standard Works 

READINGS IN ENGUSH SOCIAL HIS-
TORY. From Pre-Roman Days to A.D. 1837. 

Complete Edition. . 
Edited by R. B. Morgan. 

"Nothing more original or serviceable has recently ap
peared. . . . f̂ history is to be more than a matter of 
dates and natties this is the book."—Methodist Recorder. 

$5.50 

THE EARLY U F E CORRESPONDENCE 
AND WRITINGS OF THE RT. HON. 
EDMUND BURKE, LL.D. 
With a Transcript of The RGnute Book; of the Debating 
"Club" founded by him in Trinity College, Dublin. 

By the late Arthur P. L Samuels. 

"An invaluable contribution, not only to the biography 
of Burke, but to the history of Ireland, and in particular 
to that of Trinity College."—Irish Independent. $10.00 

IN THE PLAY SHAKESPEARE'S HAND 
OF SIR THOMAS MORE. 
Papers by Alfred W. PoUard, W. W. Greg, E. Maunde 
Thompson, J. Dover Wilson, and R. W. Chambers, 
with the text of the 111 May Day Scenes 

Edited by W. W. Greg. 

"This volume is one of extraordinary interest for all 
students of Shakespeare."—Glasgovi Herald. $3.50 

STORIES OF SCIENTinC DISCOVERY. 
By D. B. Hammond. 

"Her stories are those of discoverers, she gives us a 
vivid picture of the early life and struggles of each, and 
makes us realize that the life of a scientific investigator 
is often full of human and dramatic interest."—'Mon-
chester Guardian. $2.40 

HUMAN VALUE: An Ethical Essay. 
By Henry Sturt. 

The author writes on moral questions with definite 
political^ prejudgments, as has not been attempted since 
J. S. Mill wrote Utilitarianism. $1.40 

THE CLASSICAL MOVEMENT 
IN FRENCH UTERATURE. 

Traced by a series of texts selected and edited by 
H. F. Stewart and Arthur Tilley. 

$2.40 

THE TRAVELS OF FA-HSIEN. 
Re-translated by H. A. Giles. 

"One of the most remarkable of all travellers' tales, 
presented with scholarly annotations which clear away 
all obscurities for the English reader."—Aberdeen Press 
and Journal. $1.60 

For sede by 

T H E M A C M I L L A N C O M P A N Y 
6 4 - 6 6 Fi f th A v e n u e N e w Y o r k 

HARPER &BROTHERS 
Publishers Since 1817 

- 4 9 East 33rd Street , N E W Y O R K 

In the Footsteps 
of the 
Lincolns 
By Ida M. Tarbell 
T p H E story of Abraham Lin

coln really begins in 1637, 
when the first Lincoln set foot 
on American soil. Miss Tar

bell disproves forever the common tradition that our 
great president was descended from rail-splitter, 
poor-white stock; and in her story of the seven 
generations of his courageous, industrious pioneer 
ancestors, and of Lincoln's own early manhood, has 
written one of the most fascinating chapters in 
American biography. $4.00 

Grover Cleveland: 
T h e Man and the Statesman 

By Robert McElroy 
Edwarda Protestor of History, Princeton University 

With an Introduction by Elihu Root 

" A DISTINCT contribution to the political 
•^^ history of America. These two volumes are 

among the most notable of a year."—Philadelphia 
Public Ledger. Two Volumes, Boxed, $10.00 

Lummox 
By Fannie Hurst 

" P ANNIE HURST takes her place with 'Lum-
•* mox' in the first group of our contemporary 

novelists. Her theme is a vast one, and she handles 
it with a dignity that is adequate and wholly im
pressive."—Boston Herald. $2.0O 

The Poetry and Plays of 
Edna St. Vincent Millay 
' X ' H E fol lowing volumes of the work of America's 

leading young poet are n o w issued in a n e w 
uniform edit ion: 

The Harp Weaver 
and Other Poems 

$ 2 . 0 0 
A Few Figs frote 
Thistles $1.50 

The 
BeU 

Lamp and the 
$ 1 . 5 0 

Aria da Capo 
(ReadyMarch4) $2.00 
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